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Abstract
Generative models for 3D shapes represented by hierarchies of parts can generate realistic and diverse sets of outputs. However, existing models suffer from the key practical limitation of modelling shapes holistically and thus cannot perform conditional sampling, i.e. they are not able to
generate variants on individual parts of generated shapes
without modifying the rest of the shape. This is limiting for
applications such as 3D CAD design that involve adjusting created shapes at multiple levels of detail. To address
this, we introduce LSD-StructureNet, an augmentation to
the StructureNet architecture that enables re-generation of
parts situated at arbitrary positions in the hierarchies of its
outputs. We achieve this by learning individual, probabilistic conditional decoders for each hierarchy depth. We evaluate LSD-StructureNet on the PartNet dataset, the largest
dataset of 3D shapes represented by hierarchies of parts.
Our results show that contrarily to existing methods, LSDStructureNet can perform conditional sampling without impacting inference speed or the realism and diversity of its
outputs.

Figure 1. We augment existing methods for generative modelling
of 3D shapes structured according to hierarchies so each structural
level of detail is modelled with its own generative process. This
enables us to generate variants on any sub-tree of the output hierarchy by simply re-sampling and decoding from a sub-sequence of
the learnt latent spaces and conditionally on the root node of the
sub-tree (e.g. corresponding to the base, seat or back of the chair),
without modifying the remainder of the output hierarchy.

1. Introduction
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) involves creating the
structure and geometry of 3D objects organized according
to hierarchies of parts. This process can be emulated by
sampling from generative models trained on datasets of hierarchically structured objects. While existing models are
able to produce novel, diverse and realistic outputs, they
only model hierarchies holistically, via single latent spaces
that govern the geometry and/or structure of the entirety of
their outputs. This makes them ill-suited for use in CAD, as
creating objects involves making decisions at multiple levels of detail. For instance, designing a chair consists of both
high-level design choices such as deciding whether a chair
should have arm-rests or not and low-level design choices
such as deciding on the geometry and positioning of the
arm-rests.
In this paper, we address this issue by introducing LSD-

StructureNet, an augmented version of the StructureNet
[13] architecture that can efficiently re-generate arbitrary
sub-hierarchies of hierarchically structured 3D objects. Our
solution consists of learning one latent space for each depth
of an output hierarchy. We term the structure and geometry of elements at the same depth LSD (Level of Structural
Detail), and generate these elements by sampling from the
corresponding latent space and decoding the sample conditionally on the element’s parent. We can thus regenerate
multiple varying sub-hierarchies of an object without modifying the remainder of the hierarchy by simply re-sampling
from the latent spaces at and beyond the appropriate hierarchy depths. In contrast, re-generating a sub-hierarchy
with existing generative models cannot be achieved without
re-generating the entire hierarchy from scratch and without
any guarantee the remainder of the re-generated structure

will be at all faithful to the remainder of the original structure.
Sets of sub-hierarchies generated using our strategy
should be both realistic and diverse in terms of semantics, structure and geometry. This presents a challenge,
as data samples in publicly available datasets of hierarchically structured 3D objects are very different from one another and thus do not contain the wide conditional distributions of child parts we seek to learn. We show that LSDStructureNet overcomes this challenge, producing outputs
that are more realistic and diverse than existing methods.
Furthermore, LSD-StructureNet is capable of producing
variations on its outputs that differ only beyond a certain
LSD. We also show that such outputs are similarly superior
to the closest obtainable approximations from StructureNet,
and can be obtained far more speedily.

2. Related work
2.1. Unstructured shape generation
Generative models can produce realistic shapes in the
form of holistic point clouds [19, 22, 27]; mesh models
(e.g. PolyGen [16] and TM-Net [7]); voxels (e.g. SAGNet [31, 29]); octrees [24]; 3D surfaces [9]; aggregates
of smaller, proxy shapes [6]; and signed distance functions [18].
In contrast to these models, our shape model has a hierarchical structure that allows conditional sampling, which is a
common need in applications such as design where objects
are organized in standardized structures.

2.2. Structured shape generation
Hierarchies appear in recent work, including shape programs (structured representations from unstructured shapes
in [25]; assembling parts into a whole in [33]). [11, 17, 20]
introduced frameworks that assigned individual probability
distributions to parts of shapes following flattened hierarchies. Similarly, the latent codes learnt in [5] were factored
according to individual components of shapes, and [30] introduced a Seq2Seq model for flattened object hierarchies.
In contrast, much recent work has focused on modelling
3D shapes whose parts are structured according to n-ary tree
hierarchies of varying depth [15, 12]. Such methods are
often built around recursive neural networks [23]. StructureNet [13] and StructEdit [14] learn to generate and
edit such hierarchical representations respectively. [10]
proposed a VAE model for generating assembly programs
capable of generating hierarchically structured 3D shapes
upon execution; but this work uses a single latent space,
meaning aspects of variation within sets of hierarchically
structured shapes are entangled. Recently, [32] used separate VAEs for encoding the structure and the geometry of
point clouds separately, meaning it is possible to condition

Figure 2. An example of a PartNet part hierarchy data sample.
Parts in P with corresponding geometry (e.g. bounding boxes
here) and semantic labels are connected with edges in H that form
an n-ary tree structure (black lines) and edges in R (orange bidirectional arrows).

output geometry on structure and vice versa. While this
enables sampling conditioned on existing output characteristics to some extent, geometry and structure specific to all
sub-trees of the output hierarchy are still entangled in the
same latent space.
In contrast, we learn a sequence of individual probability
distributions that correspond to each LSD of hierarchically
structured 3D shapes, allowing a subhierarchy to be regenerated by sampling and decoding from some chosen level
onward.

2.3. Sequential latent space models
Generative models for data that is inherently sequential
often couple each input term with a corresponding latent
variable (e.g. [8]; applications to: image captioning in
[1, 4]; dialog generation in [21]; handwriting in [2]). Such
models can be applied to other kinds of data by imposing a
sequence, including Laplacian pyramid levels from images
[3], sequences of resolutions [28], multi-scale feature representations [26].
Inspired by such methods, we model the generation process of hierarchically structured 3D objects as a sequence of
generations of geometric parts conditioned on their parents.
Each input node is mapped to a latent variable according to
its depth in the hierarchy. Each latent variable is responsible for the generation process at a given depth of the output
hierarchy.

Figure 3. Left: We augment a StructureNet encoder by encoding an input hierarchy into a sequence of latent spaces. After an input shape
is encoded into a hierarchy of feature vectors F via a graph encoder genc (light gray arrows), geometry features of intermediary nodes are
pooled according to their depth in the hierarchy and transformed into a sequence of latent codes sampled from depth-specific approximate
posterior distributions. Right: we decode a sequence of latent codes by first putting these through an LSTM to obtain vectors that govern
output geometry at each depth of the output hierarchy. These are concatenated with each node’s geometry feature from the previous depth
before putting them through an MLP gdec (light gray arrows) to obtain the geometry of their children.

3. Method
3.1. Shape structure
We retain the representation of 3D shapes used in StructureNet [13] that we visualize in Figure 2. Shapes are represented as a set of parts P and two sets of edges (H,R). H
connects parts in an n-ary tree structure, whose root node
corresponds to the shape as a whole and where each node’s
children correspond to the parts making up their parent.
Edges in R connect children of a same parent and represent
geometric relationships that can be of one of the following types: adjacency or rotational, translational or reflective
symmetry. Each part is associated with a semantic label and
with geometry in either the form of an oriented 3D bounding box or a 3D point cloud. Finally, the geometry associated with the leaf nodes in the hierarchy H constitutes the
directly observable geometry of the object.

3.2. StructureNet
StructureNet is a hierarchical graph network VAE that
builds a generator for such shapes. An input is encoded into
a latent vector via a bottom-up procedure: an MLP encodes
the geometry of the leaf nodes of H into feature vectors.
Each graph formed by the feature vectors and edges in R is
encoded via a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) genc ,
creating a feature vector associated with its parent in H.
This procedure is recurred following H, creating a set of
feature vectors F for which there is a one-to-one mapping
with the set of parts P. The final feature vector f associated
with the root node of H is used to obtain a latent vector
z as in standard VAE architectures, i.e. by sampling from
N (µ(f ), σ(f )) where µ(.) and σ(.) are two MLPs.

Decoding a latent vector consists of recursively unpooling feature vectors into graphs via a recursive GCN decoder
gdec whose edges are part of the output R. Individual MLPs
are used to predict the geometry and semantic label for each
feature vector; another MLP predicts whether a feature vector is associated with a leaf node in the output hierarchy H.
If it is predicted to be a leaf node, the recursion stops.

3.3. LSD-StructureNet
While StructureNet and other methods can generate realistic and diverse part hierarchies, they cannot re-generate
sub-hierarchies of a given output as the entirety of an output
shape S = (P, H, R) is governed by one holistic generative process p(S|z). In other words, a given latent vector z
controls the entirety of an output S without there being any
natural partitioning of z that would enable modifying parts
of the output without modifying the shape as a whole.
We overcome this limitation by learning individual, perdepth generative processes for the geometry and structure
Sd = (Pd , Hd , Rd ) of a shape at depth d conditioned on
that of the previous depth, i.e. p(Sd |zd , Sd−1 ). As we show,
this will allow us to re-generate sub-hierarchies.
In the following, let z<d := (z0 , ...zd−1 ). Following the
formalism of [1], we model the joint distribution pθ (S) =
p
Qθ ((Sd )d≥0 ) with parameters θ and assume it factors into
d≥0 pθ (Sd |Sd−1 ). We also assume multiple possible subhierarchies can be created for any object part at any given
hierarchy depth, and model this possibility using a sequence
of latent variables z = (zd )d>0 . We can thus decompose the

joint via:
pθ (S) =

X

pθ (S, z)

z

=

XY
z

(1)
pθ (zd |z<d , S<d )pθ (Sd |S<d , z≤d )

d

As with standard VAEs, we approximate the posterior
pθ (zd |z<d , S<d ) with an encoder qφ (zd |z<d , S<d ). We proceed to detail how we model the encoder, and the decoder
pθ (Sd |S<d , z≤d ).
Encoder. As with a StructureNet encoder, we encode
parts P into feature vectors F recursively via genc . However
StructureNet does not map inputs into a sequence of latent
variables as we seek to do. As shown in Figure 3, we couple
shapes S with per-depth latent vectors zd by firstly mapping
each Sd into a geometry feature vector xd . We do this by
simply aggregating geometry features F at depth d in part
hierarchy H via an average-pooling layer.
In order to model dependency between successive terms
of the resulting sequence x, we pass it through an LSTM,
resulting in x̂. We decompose the approximate posterior
qφ (zd |z<d , S<d ) into:
 Y

qφ zd |z<d , S<d =
qφ zi |zi−1 , Si−1
(2)
i≤d

where each qφ (zi |zi−1 , Si−1 ) is parameterized at each
depth i ≤ d via:




qφ zi |zi−1 , Si−1 = N µi [x̂i , zi−1 ] , σi [x̂i , zi−1 ]
(3)
where µi (.), σi (.) are MLPs and [, ] signifies the concatenation operation. The encoding of Sd into the sequence of
latent spaces is thus obtained by

zd ∼ qφ zd |zd−1 , Sd−1
(4)
Decoder. A StructureNet decoder recursively unpools feature vectors fi,d ∈ Fd indexed by i at depth d in H via
gdec . As gdec is deterministic, it cannot be used to produce
diverse sets of child graphs. In contrast, we use a probabilistic decoder pθ (Sd |S<d , z≤d ) to obtain all child graphs
at d via z. We assume fi,d ’s child graph c(fi,d ) is obtained
independently of all other nodes of S at depth d given zd
i.e.
 Y

pθ Sd |S<d , z≤d =
pθ c(fi,d )|fi,d , z≤d
(5)
i

.
To decode z, we first put it through a decoding
LSTM to obtain ẑ = LST M (z0 , ([zd , ẑd−1 ])d≥1 ). We
then obtain the output hierarchy recursively, modelling
pθ (c(fi,d )|fi,d , z≤d ) via

c(fi,d ) = gdec [fi,d , ẑd ]
(6)

Figure 4. Multiple possible subhierarchies for any given node in a
hierarchy can be generated by sampling from each per-LSD latent
space below the node’s and generating a graph of child nodes.

As with StructureNet, semantic labels and bounding box
or point cloud geometry are predicted from feature vectors
using MLPs, and a further MLP is used to predict whether
a feature vector corresponds to a leaf node in H, in which
case recursion terminates.
Learning. We train our encoder and decoder end-to-end,
by encoding an input shape S into a sequence of latent vectors z which is decoded back into a shape. We choose a
prior p(z) that factors over hierarchy depths, i.e. p(z) =
Q
d≥0 p(zd |z<d , S<d ) and model each p(zd |z<d , S<d ) as
a unit Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). As with a standard
VAE, we minimize the variational regularization loss Lvar
that minimizes the distance between the approximate posterior and the prior by coercing each of the approximate posterior’s components to be close to a unit Gaussian, i.e.

X  


D N µd [x̂d , zd−1 ] , σd [x̂d , zd−1 ] , N (0, 1)
d≥0

(7)
where D signifies KL-divergence. The entire network is
trained with the sum of the variational regularization loss
and the standard StructureNet reconstruction and structure
consistency losses:
L = Lvar + Lrecon + Lsc

(8)

See the supplementary material for the details of Lrecon ,
Lsc and other implementation details.
Inference. At test-time, we successively sample each
term of the sequence of latent vectors z from the prior
{p(zd |zd−1 , Sd−1 )}d≥0 which is then decoded to produce
an output shape S. Note that regenerating any sub-hierarchy
of S whose root node is fi,d is as simple as re-sampling z≥d
and recursively applying Equation 6 to generate its children.

4. Experiments
We can use our method to generate sets of hierarchies
that differ only from an existing “conditioning” hierarchy
with regards to sub-hierarchies of our choosing. These sets
should be plausible and diverse across a broad range of conditioning hierarchies and sub-hierarchies, and easily obtainable. Comparison with existing generative models for part
hierarchies can not be made directly as they do not have
this capability, though standard generative models are capable of indirectly conditioning new outputs on existing ones
via rejection sampling, i.e. by sampling and decoding until
an output whose sub-hierarchy is sufficiently “close” to an
existing one is found.
Following previous work, we train the network on the
Chair, Table and Storage Furniture category training splits
of PartNet, which is the only 3D shape dataset introduced
thus far whose elements are organized according to hierarchies. We associate nodes in PartNet hierarchies with either
bounding boxes or point clouds, and train individual networks for each.

4.1. Generating and evaluating conditional samples
Conditional sampling. Recall that we can conditionally
sample an output hierarchy S by re-generating the hierarchy of a conditioning shape S c from an intermediary node
fi,D at depth D. By applying this procedure across all i, we
can re-generate the entirety of the hierarchy at depth D and
beyond, the sampled hierarchy being by design structurally,
geometrically and semantically identical to the original hic
. It is desirable
erarchy up until depth D, i.e. S<D = S<D
for samples from these conditional distributions to be diverse across conditioning S<D and depths D, as computeraided design involves making choices at a wide range of
structurally local levels.
Direct comparison with StructureNet in this regard is not
possible as it does not model p(S|S<D , z≤D ) and cannot
perform such a conditioning sampling strategy. To obtain
sets of samples comparable to those obtainable through our
method, we resort to an approximate conditional sampling
strategy, retrieving hierarchies that are as similar as possible
to the conditioning hierarchy via rejection sampling. This
strategy will yield outputs in non-constant time in any case
and likely more slowly than via our method. Of interest is
whether these outputs are as plausible and diverse as those
obtained via our method, and to what extent the severity of
the rejection criteria impacts sampling time.
Conditional samples. We obtain a set of conditioning
shapes at each depth D via both methods by sampling 1000
shapes. Write Sic the ith such conditioning shape. It is
straightforward to obtain shapes conditioned on Sic from
LSD-StructureNet by simply sampling 100 different S from
c,i
c
p(S|z, S>D
) (write Si,j
the jth such conditionally generated shape), resulting in a set of 1000 × 100 output hierar-

c
chies (Si,j
)i<1000,j<100 .
We obtain an analogous set from StructureNet via the
following rejection sampling procedure: for each Sic , sample S repeatedly from p(S|z), until 100 S are found that
c,i
satisfy a) S<D and S<D
are structurally and semantically
identical (i.e. for both shapes, H<D , R<D and the semantic labels of P<D are all identical) and b) if the distances
between the union of geometries associated with the nodes
0
of S<D
and S<D is below some tolerance .
We sample latent vectors z within distance η of the latent
vector used to produce each Sic . We do this to increase the
efficiency of our sampler so we have enough StructureNet
samples to evaluate. However, the samples must be correlated, and so biased to understate the variation of the conditional distribution. In this sampling procedure,  and η
govern the trade-off between geometric fidelity of the conc,i
and the time it takes to sample
ditioning shapes Sic and S<D
c,i
S<D .
Metrics. For a given conditioning shape Sic , we evaluate
c
diversity among its Si,j
using 3 different metrics:

1. structural diversity, or the number of different hierarc
chical structures among the Si,j
2. geometric diversity, or the average chamfer distance
c
between Si,j
i.e.
1
100

X

c
c
dchamfer (Si,j
, Si,j
0)

(9)

j,j 0 <100

3. semantic diversity, or the number of different sets of
c
semantic labels present among Si,j
c
We also seek for the resulting set of (Si,j
)i<1000,j<100
to be realistic, which we measure via FPD (Frechet Point
Cloud Distance, [22]). This metric calculates the distance
between the set of generated samples and the test split of
real-world hierarchies. The point cloud representations of
the hierarchies in both sets are passed through a PointNet
encoder, resulting in sets of feature encodings with means
µs , µt and covariances σs , σt . The FPD distance dFPD is
calculated via

dFPD = kµs − µt k2 + Tr(σs + σt − 2σs σt )

(10)

where Tr signifies the trace in the context of matrices.
Quantitative evaluation. We report results for the
Chair, Table and Storage Furniture PartNet categories in
Table 1. As the vast majority of generated objects
have hierarchies of depth 3 or less, we generate sets of
c
(Si,j
)i<1000,j<100 conditioned on depths D = 1 and D = 2
of our conditioning shapes and whose parts are represented
with oriented bounding boxes. We heuristically select  =

Category
Chair
Table
Storage

Method

Sampling
time (s) ↓

FPD↓
D=1
D=2

Structural Div.↑
D=1
D=2

Geometric Div.↑
D=1
D=2

SNet [13]
LSD-SNet
SNet [13]
LSD-SNet
SNet [13]
LSD-SNet

0.67
0.05
3.0
0.04
3.5
0.05

41.7
40.4
85.5
44.7
66.6
56.9

73.5
69.3
26.2
56.5
51.5
78.3

52.6
55.4
76.8
90.7
61.3
63.6

34.8
34.4
76.3
48.9
79.2
88.1

76.0
70.6
27.1
76.3
55.1
88.8

54.5
54.3
79.1
85.2
63.2
68.4

Semantic Div.↑
D=1
D=2
50.3
49.0
12.6
29.9
23.1
44.7

54.0
48.2
13.1
42.6
25.4
63.5

c
Table 1. Sampling time, realism and diversity of sampled (Si,j
)i<1000,j<100 characterized by bounding box geometry and generated
c
c
conditionally on Si at depths D = 1 and D = 2. Sampling time is averaged over 40 Sic and 20 Si,j
. ↓ signifies ‘lower is better’.

Figure 5. LSD-StructureNet and StructureNet conditional samples whose structure is visualized in Figure 2. Given a conditioning Sic and
c
semantic label corresponding to an intermediary (non-leaf) part, we re-generate Si,j
that only differ with regards to the part corresponding
to the semantic label and its children in the hierarchy. StructureNet cannot achieve this, e.g. the structure of chair_back varies
noticeably among StructureNet conditional samples in the top row. LSD-StructureNet and StructureNet samples are obtained via the
procedure visualized in Figure 4 and rejection sampling respectively. Our conditional samples are generally diverse and plausible at the
level of the semantic label (rows 3 and 4) except when local, conditional diversity is not present in the data (row 5). Tables 1 and 2 confirm
that our samples are faithful to the data. While there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the Sic here, the lower variation between
StructureNet samples is likely the consequence of correlation, section 4.1. Our approach can perform conditional sampling more efficiently
than StructureNet and in constant time (Figure 6).

0.05 and η = 0.7 as reducing these further meant that the rejection sampling procedure yielded too few shapes for evaluation purposes. We use a machine with a Tesla K40m GPU
and an Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU.
Results show that the conditional samples of LSDStructureNet are generally more diverse than those of StructureNet while remaining realistic. Note however that as
long as  remains non-zero, the conditionally generated
shapes will never be completely faithful to the conditioning shapes up until depth D, biasing this evaluation in favor
of StructureNet as its outputs exhibit differences between
c
Si,j
up until depth D, increasing the diversity scores, which

is particularly manifest for the Chair category.
Qualitative evaluation. Given a conditioning shape, we
use our method to produce several output hierarchies by regenerating the conditioning hierarchy solely from one intermediary node, defined by a given semantic label. As shown
in Figure 5, this procedure results in a set of output hierarchies that are generally structurally, geometrically and semantically diverse at the given locality.
We obtain comparable outputs from StructureNet by
adapting the rejection sampling procedure to pertain
uniquely to the geometry, semantics and structure of the
nodes of the hierarchy that do not correspond to those of

where d is the chamfer distance between point cloud representations of S. To obtain these when individual nodes
in S are characterized by point clouds, we take the union
of all point clouds of the leaf nodes of S and downsample via Furthest-Point Sampling (FPS) to reduce the number of points to 2048. When parts of S are characterized by
bounding box geometry, we randomly sample 2048 points
from the surfaces of the bounding boxes of the leaf nodes
of S.
Figure 6. Comparison of StructureNet and LSD-StructureNet avc
erage conditional sampling time, averaged across 20 Chair Si,j
c
and 40 Si at depth D = 1 as a function of tolerance . Contrarily
to StructureNet, LSD-StructureNet’s sampling time is constant as
it does not require rejection sampling.

the given semantic label. As shown in Figure 5, these outputs are not completely faithful to the conditioning shapes
due to the tolerance  necessary to obtain outputs in a timely
manner. They also exhibit lower diversity. This is because
the geometry and semantics of nodes at varying positions in
the hierarchy are all entangled within StructureNet’s holistic
latent space, meaning the restriction imposed by the approximate conditioning carries over to the rest of the hierarchy.

Here, we compare the constant time it takes to perform
conditional sampling from LSD-StructureNet with the nonconstant sampling time of StructureNet governed by tolerance . With fixed η = 0.7, we sample 20 Chair shapes
conditionally from 10 different conditioning shapes and plot
average sampling time as a function of  in Figure 6. StructureNet conditional sampling time rapidly increases when
 decreases. In contrast, LSD-StructureNet can easily perform conditional sampling without needing to reject samples, making its sampling time constant and far faster than
StructureNet’s.

4.3. Realism and diversity of samples generated
without conditioning
As attractive as the ability to rapidly and effectively perform conditional sampling may be, it should not compromise the plausibility and diversity of sets of unconditional
samples from the generative model. We show this is not an
issue for LSD-StructureNet.
Metrics. Following [13] we sample a set of 1,000 output
shapes from the methods to be compared, which we term G.
We compare this set to the test set T via
X
S∈T

Quality :=

X
S 0 ∈G

min d(S 0 , S)

(11)

min d(S 0 , S)

(12)

S 0 ∈G

S∈T

Qualitative evaluation. Figure 7 visualizes outputs
across the 3 PartNet categories for both bounding box and
point cloud modalities. Visually, our outputs are on par or
better than StructureNet in terms of realism and diversity of
the outputs.

4.4. Ablation study

4.2. Speed of conditional sampling

Coverage :=

Quantitative evaluation. We display results in Table
2 and compare with StructureNet via quality, coverage and
FPD for the test splits of categories Chair, Table and Storage
Furniture . Our results show that LSD-StructureNet generates results that compare favorably to those of StructureNet.
We report comparison to PQ-NET ( [30]) in the Supplementary.

While these results show that outputs benefit holistically from modelling geometry and structure at intermediary depths of input hierarchies with individual latent spaces,
it is not obvious that modelling all hierarchy depths offers
maximal benefits. We investigate this by training variations on our LSD-SNet architecture that only model hierarchy structure and geometry at some intermediary hierarchy
depths. We do this by only coupling S≤Dmax with corresponding latent variables z<Dmax for varying Dmax . Here,
our probabilistic decoder is only used to decode hierarchies
up until depth Dmax . Beyond this depth we continue recursive decoding with a StructureNet (deterministic) graph
decoder gdec . Note that Dmax = 0 thus corresponds to
vanilla StructureNet and Dmax = ∞ corresponds to LSDStructureNet. We further ablate our method by removing
encoder and decoder LSTMs (i.e. x = x̂ and z = ẑ).
As shown in Table 3, our choice of components is justified by superior quality and coverage of LSD-StructureNet
over its ablations. Rather than one decoder for the entire
shape, for LSD1 -LSD3 decoding is governed by a probabilistic decoder at d ≤ Dmax and a separate deterministic
one at d ≥ Dmax . This means each decoder is more specialized, though each learns from less data, an empirically
unfavorable trade-off. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure
3, dependency of zi on zi−1 is ensured by both a) the LSTM
and b) µi and σi . The poor performance of LSD∞ without
LSTM show that the LSTM is crucial for modeling the sequence of zi .

Category
Chair
Table
Storage

Method

Coverage↓

Bounding Box
Quality↓

26.0
25.4
33.9
27.6
4.4
4.4

SNet [13]
LSD-SNet
SNet [13]
LSD-SNet
SNet [13]
LSD-SNet

47.4
47.2
60.3
45.3
58.0
51.4

FPD↓

Coverage↓

57.0
39.3
103.2
36.3
71.6
63.9

24.6
24.0
33.8
25.6
4.4
4.1

Point Cloud
Quality↓
44.6
43.3
47.8
52.3
55.0
55.7

FPD↓
53.1
51.4
82.2
29.2
86.2
60.9

Table 2. Coverage, quality and FPD of a set of 1000 sampled shapes for each geometry type (bounding box and point cloud) from vanilla
StructureNet (SNet) and our method (StructureNet augmented with LSD modelling capability).

Figure 7. Chair, Table and Storage Furniture decoded samples from LSD-StructureNet (ours) and vanilla StructureNet ([13]). Our generated
shapes are more diverse and plausible than those of StructureNet, reflecting the superior quantitative results of our method in Table 2.

Method
LSD0 (SNet)
LSD1
LSD2
LSD3
LSD∞ (no-LSTM)
LSD∞ (LSD-SNet)

Coverage↓

Quality↓

26.0
37.0
28.5
32.1
73.5
25.4

47.4
76.5
52.2
66.8
102.5
47.2

Table 3. We ablate our method by only modelling our probabilistic encoder p(zd |z<d , S<d ) and decoder p(Sd |S<d , z≤d ) for
d ≤ Dmax , decoding nodes at deeper depths with a deterministic
StructureNet decoder (rows LSDDmax ), and by removing the encoding and decoding LSTMs (row no-LSTM) which we compare
to our method LSD-SNet (bottom row).

tain without additional computational burden or modifying
the conditioning shape. Furthermore, LSD-StructureNet
achieves this capability while remaining on par with StructureNet in terms of the realism and diversity of its outputs.
We hope that these results will incentivize the use of generative methods in 3D CAD design, which also involves creating variations on hierarchically structured 3D objects at a
variety of positions in object hierarchies.

5. Conclusion

LSD-StructureNet inherits the limitations of StructureNet in that the outputs are not guaranteed to be geometrically or semantically valid and thus suffer from missing/duplicate parts and asymmetry. A potential solution
which we leave for future work, could consist of integrating
our approach with complementary generative approaches
that explicitly model the fabrication process such as [10].

This paper introduced LSD-StructureNet, an augmented
version of StructureNet which is able to re-generate arbitrary parts of its 3D shape outputs without modifying
the remainder of the shape. We have shown that LSDStructureNet can generate shapes with diverse sets of regenerated parts that existing generative models cannot ob-
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LSD-StructureNet: Modeling Levels of Structural Detail in 3D Part Hierarchies
Supplementary Materials

1. Implementation details

Category

1.1. StructureNet losses

Chair

We train LSD-StructureNet with the loss
Lamp

L = Lvar + Lrecon + Lsc

(1)

where Lvar is the variational loss defined in section 3.3.
We proceed to briefly summarize the meanings of losses
Lrecon and Lsc that were originally introduced in [13].
The reconstruction loss Lrecon seeks to evaluate the best
possible correspondence between input shape S and output
S 0 . This is achieved by computing a linear assignment between parts of the input and output. Parts are matched via
comparison of the geometries of the parts in each shape hierarchy. This assignment is then evaluated based on the geometry of the resulting pairs of parts, which are compared
on the one hand via chamfer distance and via bounding
box normals when the geometry is represented as bounding boxes. The existence of parts P, edges R, leaf nodes in
H and semantic labels are also compared via cross-entropy.
The structure consistency loss Lsc seeks to enforce consistency between the geometric relationships R between
siblings of a parent node in H (recall that these can be of
types adjacency or rotational/translational/reflective symmetry) and the geometry P of output shapes S. Symmetries are evaluated by computing an affine transformation
between the bounding boxes fitted to the point clouds corresponding to the parts connected by each edge in R, that
transforms one part such that the symmetry is satisfied.
The chamfer distance between the transformed and nontransformed point clouds are summed over R to constitute
the final symmetry loss. For edges in R that are categorized
as adjacencies, the loss is simply the minimum distance between geometries summed over R.

Method

Coverage↓

Quality↓

FPD↓

PQ-Net [13]
LSD-SNet
PQ-Net [13]
LSD-SNet

8.9
25.4
7.10
5.9

116.5
47.2
110.3
67.8

28.9
39.3
51.2
141.3

Table 1. Quality, coverage and FPD of a set of 1000 sampled
shapes characterized by bounding box geometry sampled from
StructureNet, LSD-StructureNet and PQ-Net.

Figure 1. From a starting point at the top-left of the square decoded
from a sequence of latent vectors z, we interpolate between both
z1 and another latent vector z10 , and z2 and another latent vector
z20 and decode the resulting sequences.

1.2. Training details
We encode shape part geometry (bounding boxes or
point clouds) into 256-dim feature vectors. We dimension
the encoding and decoding LSTMs such that they respectively output and input 512-dim feature vectors respectively.
Aside from the input dimensions of the graph decoder gdec
being 512 instead of 256, it and graph encoder genc are

identical to those of StructureNet. In terms of hyperparameters, we train LSD-StructureNet with the same weights attributed to each of the losses described in the previous paragraph, optimizer, learning rate, weight and learning rate decay, etc. as vanilla StructureNet.

Figure 2. Conditional outputs. For 5 shapes each for StructureNet and LSD-StructureNet (1st columns), we generate 9 other conditioning
shapes (other columns) that only differ with respect to the subhierarchies of a given node (LSD-StructureNet) or are as similar as rejection
sampling allows (StructureNet). We provide results for each penultimate node of Chair, Table and Cabinet/Storage hierarchies. Best viewed
zoomed in.

2. Comparison with PQ-Net
We supplement our comparison to vanilla StructureNet
in Section 1 with a comparison to PQ-Net [30], a Seq2Seq

model that can encode and decode sequences of directly observable part geometries of PartNet shapes (i.e. parts ∈ P at
leaf nodes of part hierarchies H of shapes S = (P, H, R)
). We compare by sampling and decoding 1000 shapes

Figure 3. Unconditional outputs. We generate 100 Chairs, Tables and Cabinet/Storage shapes for both LSD-StructureNet and StructureNet.
Best viewed zoomed in.

from each method and report quality, coverage and FPD
for shapes in the Chair and Lamp categories as these were
the only two categories with available pretrained models for
PQ-Net.
PQ-Net generates and is trained on sequences of parts as
opposed to hierarchies. As such, it is not possible to augment PQ-Net directly so it can model intermediary levels
of structural detail as we do with LSD-StructureNet. Despite this, while we outperform PQ-Net in terms of quality and coverage, it exhibits far stronger FPD than LSDStructureNet, that mirror their similarly strong performance

against StructureNet on similar metrics [13]. This incentivizes potential future work consisting of consolidating the
design choices of PQ-Net (obtention of latent space via Latent GAN instead of VAE and prediction of sequences, as
opposed to graphs, of parts) while retaining the hierarchical structure of LSD- and vanilla StructureNet inputs and
outputs.

3. Visualizing outputs
We decode several different z, linearly interpolating the
1st and 2nd vectors in the sequence between 2 extremes and

visualizing the resulting outputs in Figure 1 to provide intuition as to the significance of the different latent spaces.
Note that the parts of PartNet object hierarchies with semantic category chair arm fade in (top row) or out (bottom
row) when varying z1 , as they are situated at depth 1 of
PartNet object hierarchies. The children of chair arm parts
are in this case leaf nodes with corresponding semantic categories arm sofa style (top-right corner) and arm horizontal
bar (bottom-right corner) at depth 2, which is why varying
z2 produces interpolations between these two types (right
column). In contrast, z2 does not modify the structure at
depth 1 and thus does not affect the presence of arms when
varying it. We also qualitatively compare our outputs and
those of StructureNet in Figures 2 and 3.
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